NAPLAN Language Conventions Year 7 2011

Quick Answers

1. grown
2. activity
3. turtles
4. blizzard
5. attitude
6. admitted
7. identifies
8. pollute
9. soldiers
10. opinion
11. temporary
12. circulated
13. angrily
14. miniature
15. message
16. wrist
17. drafting
18. nursery
19. meant
20. knuckle
21. scratches
22. ineffective
23. moisture
24. forecast
25. typically
26. scenery
27. supports
28. emptiness
29. echoes
30. severely
31. 1908-2001
32. down
33. which so
34. were planning to go
35. “I live in the suburb of Kensington,” the boy said. “Where do you live?” (option 2)
36. had won
37. Lee’s mother told her to tidy her room. (option 1)
38. therefore
39. will have
40. “What? Are you asking me to dress as a rabbit for the play? Never!” (option 4)
41. they
42. Penny came across the old photos on the desk.
43. The final destination on our holiday is Queenstown, New Zealand. (option 3)
44. whose
45. from
46. The Great Victoria Desert, the largest in Australia, spans over 700 kilometres. (option 4)
47. the an the
48. would have
49. to
50. families
51. when something happened.
52. emphasise how long the men had been in danger.
53. avoid unnecessary repetition.
54. Min-Lee likes to read fiction best, doesn’t she?
55. the amount of
56. In groups (option 3)
57. semi-colon ( ; )